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Dog days of February...
Dustin Soiberg/Kaimin
BRAVING below-zero temperatures and exhausting days with little sleep, musher Maria Hayashida o f Jackson,
Wyo., won the 500-mile Race to the Sky” finishing at Seeley Lake Thursday morning. See story page 6.
UM food workers 
await higher pay
Matt Ochsner 
o f the Kaimin
State and national proposals to bulk up the mini­
mum wage rate from $4.25 an hour to as much as 
$5.15 sound as good as money in the bank, three 
UM student food service workers say.
Though two state wage proposals were shot down 
in legislative committee last week, President 
Clinton’s plan to raise wages 90 cents over the next 
two years is still being debated.
Proposals by Sen. Bill Wilson, D-Great Falls, to 
raise minimum wage to $5, and Rep. Dan 
Harrington, D-Butte, to increase the rate to $4.75, 
both failed to make it out of state committee hear­
ings.
Jennifer Casler, who works 32 hours a week in
See “Pay” page 9
Limited ASIIM dollars 
send groups scrambling
Bjorn van der Voo 
o f the Kaimin
Student recreation groups dependent on ASUM’s 
bankroll are receiving $28,000 less this year after student 
executives funneled those dollars into academics,
Business Manager TVe Deines said Thursday.
“These people are lobbying for nothing,” Deines said, 
pointing out that ASUM has maxed out all the money for 
recreation groups.
This week ASUM groups like Squishy Cow 
Productions, a monthly newsletter, and the recreation 
groups like the Flycoon frisbee golf club are hitting ASUM 
up for all the bucks it can muster. This year the Senate is 
divvying up $566,000 collected through the student activi­
ty fee among eight types of groups. Three of the categories 
— recreation, academic and professional organizations — 
have reached their monetary limits.
According to Deines, recreation groups are scaveng-
See “Budget” page 9
Confusion emerges at UM polls
Bjorn van der Voo 
o f the Kaimin
Over 1,000 UM students chipped 
in their opinions Thursday on 
whether to pitch in for tunes, pay 
more for college and legitimize 
hemp.
ASUM Sen. Rod Souza said about 
10 percent of UM’s student body and 
30 percent of the College of 
Technology students voted on the 
first day of a two-day referendum. 
He said a t least 1,270 students need 
to vote by 4 p.m. Friday to validate 
the election, which they probably 
haven’t  reached yet. Souza guessed 
that 1,002 UM students voted 
Thursday at the Lodge, the 
University Center and the recre­
ation annex. Tech students can vote
at the East and West Campuses.
On the ballot are three issues: a 
$9 fee that would create a student 
radio station, a poll on UM’s plan to 
raise tuition for upper-division stu­
dents and a survey on legalizing 
hemp. The fee for 
the radio station 
would decrease to 
$3 by 1999.
UM student 
George Reyes, a senior in liberal 
studies, stopped listening to Joy 
Division on his Walkman long 
enough to say “Yes” to a student 
radio station Thursday.
“Sure I voted *Yes’ to it,” he said.
“I listen to all kinds of music, though 
usually alternative.”
On President George Dennison’s 
tuition plan, Reyes said he voted “No 
thanks.”
“I understand that the school 
needs an increase, but I don’t  think 
it’s fair to charge advanced students 
just to get them out,” he said.
Nicolas Papadopoulas, a 19-year- 
old sophomore in pre-med microbiol­
ogy, said this was 
the first time he’d 
ever voted.
“I've never fol­
lowed the hemp 
issue before,” he said, “but I got a lot 
of info from an article and saw how 
beneficial it could be to a t least 
research hemp more.”
He said he wasn’t  quite sure on 
Dennison’s plan.
“There seems to be a lot of emo­
tion flying around but not much 
understanding,” he said.
Polls are open from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. for the last day of voting.
Sample ballots page 2.
State's share 
of tuition could 
shrivel more
Kevin Crough 
o f the Kaimin
Montana isn’t  funding higher education like it 
used to, and that trend will only worsen, the 
state's top higher-education official said Thursday.
Presently, the state pays about $2.30 less per 
student dollar now than  it did nine years ago. 
Tuition for residents has gone up $900 in that 
same period.
Commissioner of Higher Education Jeff Baker 
said the trend is moving in the wrong direction, 
especially with the legislative committee set on 
paring $18 million from Gov. Marc Racicot’s sug­
gestion for higher education funding.
If those cuts pass, Baker said, students might 
have to match state contributions dollar for dollar 
or more.
“We’re trying to keep up with inflation, but 
more cuts will add a greater burden on students,” 
he said.
Presently, for every dollar UM students con­
tribute to their education, the state chips in $1.20 
in tax dollars. In 1986, the s tate pledged $3.50 for 
every student dollar.
UM President George Dennison said he also 
recognizes the trend, but said raising tuition is 
out of the question.
“We have a contract with the students not to 
raise tuition, so our options are to let quality dete­
riorate or reduce enrollment numbers,” he said.
Dennison said lawmakers have already forced 
UM to break an agreement it made with students 
in 1990 to pledge $2.30 for every dollar the s tu­
dents spend.
“That’s been the change, so we’ve gone as far as 
we can go,” he said. “More cuts don’t  leave us with 
much room.”
Rep. Royal Johnson, the Billings Republican 
who chairs the subcommittee that voted to cut 
$18 million from the governor’s budget for higher 
education, said it isn’t  fair to compare student 
funding with the state’s general fund contribu­
tion.
There are other ways the university system 
gets taxpayers’ money, like grants and bonds, he 
said. That should be figured into the ratio along 
with the money the state contributes from the 
general fund. Resident students pay taxes, too, he 
pointed out.
“Fifty-six percent of the tuition comes from res­
ident tuition,” he said. “And eventually, the tax­
payers of Montana will end up paying that.”
Nonetheless, cuts in general fund dollars will 
force the university system to make hard deci­
sions on where to make cuts, Baker said. He said 
commitments with students not to raise tuition 
and new teachers’ contracts will probably lead to 
a decline in a quality education.
|~| Money provided by the state 
I  Money from students at UM and MSU
Figures indicate combined dollars for both schools.
Educational 
funding trend
$61.7 million 
$17.7 million
$62,1 million 
$24 million
1986
1995
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Opinion
Hangin’ Mother on Valentine’s Day
Column by
Fm sorry you 
haven’t  had the plea­
sure of seeing me 
staggering around 
your favorite water­
ing hole in a while, 
but I had other 
things to do.
As is the case 
from time to time — 
my Mommy’s in 
town. Therefore, I 
had to spend all of 
my time finding 
ways to keep her 
entertained/ 
amused/busy, like 
she so kindly did for 
me as I grew into the man who 
yesterday sat before you (“Here 
honey, nibble on some more 
paint chips. They’re your 
favorite, led.” Hmm, you know, 
Fm color blind and I always 
just assumed she meant Ved,’ 
but come to think of it, my 
mother’s not even Japanese. 
What could she have meant by
Shecky
Daly
‘led’?). So, my mother 
lives in
Pennsylvania, see 
(the ‘Keystone State’ 
— a friend and I once 
made fake IDs in the 
form of
Massachusetts dri­
ver’s licenses, figur­
ing Pennsylvanians 
would be less likely 
to tell us — as we 
stood on our toes, 
avoiding the bounc­
er’s eyes and trying 
to look tough, 
because people who 
drink are tough — 
“Sorry guys, a Polaroid picture 
of you standing next to a piece 
of cardboard is not enough,” 
and we just figured any driver’s 
license would have a keystone 
on it, because PA licenses did 
and so there was this big yellow 
magic marker keystone, smack- 
dab in the middle of these 
crooked, blurry, supposed
Massachusetts driver’s licens­
es! What a scream. Oh, and Fm 
a diphallic)?
Knowing, as I do, easterners’ 
fondness for coming to 
Montana, I came up with a 
plan.
Now mind you, I don’t have 
fields to plow, nor cows to milk, 
nor broncs to bust, but I do 
have a floor to vacuum, win­
dows to wash and — not to lose 
the biological element of the 
working woman’s western vaca­
tion — a dog to walk.
Standing on the tarmac at 
Missoula’s newly expanded 
international airport, I wiped a 
tear from my eye as my dear 
sweet mother descended the 
steps of Air Force One (you 
don’t know who my mommy is) 
and headed in my direction. 
“Hope you brought a couple of 
pairs of jeans,” I playfully 
chuckled as I threw my arm 
around her for a big, warm, 
welcoming slap on the back.
To make a short column 
longer, it was on the fifth day of 
her western-style big friggin’ 
breakfast, which she prepared 
beautifully, that I realized there 
was more to a mother-son rela­
tionship than just keeping her 
busy on her vacation so I could 
sweet-talk babes on the 
Internet. You see, the fifth day 
of her visit was Valentine’s Day. 
A day when it is only right to 
put aside the dusting for half 
an hour or so and take your son 
out to dinner at the most 
expensive restaurant he can 
think of.
We laughed and talked over 
pasta at Zimorino’s while my 
mother enjoyed the complemen­
tary day-old garlic bread and 
water at the bar.
It was at this moment that I 
told her I loved her and told my 
mom to hustle on back to hang 
the new curtains.
— Shecky Daly has never 
been referred to as “half a man.I *9
Correction
The story “Final call on 
ASUM budget set for 
Saturday,” in Wednesday’s 
Kaimin should have said 
“Final decisions on doling 
out money to student 
groups will be done on 
Saturday, March 4 this 
year.”
The Montana Kaimin, in its 97th 
year, is published by the stu­
dents of the University of 
Montana, Missoula. The  UM 
School of Journalism uses the 
Montana Kaimin for practice 
courses but assumes no control 
over policy or content.
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Here's the space-now have your say
In the interest of public debate about the issues on Thursday and Friday’s ASUM ballot, Kaimin editors have devoted normally 
reserved opinion space for the readers’ opinion. Please vote in the University Center. Remember, not voting is as good as a “yes” 
vote to an $18 yearly fee and to the legalization of hemp.
ASUM survey is on hemp, not marijuana
I would like to G u e s t
clear up any miscon­
ceptions students Column by 
may have about the p.
purpose of the hemp UOnG
resolution. A student Shonk
left a message on ____________
my voice mail indi­
cating his support for the survey, but he 
was afraid that the legalization of hemp 
would be misconstrued with the mari­
juana question. The intent of the survey
relates to hemp, not marijuana.
The reason ASUM put this survey
question on the ballot is because we felt
that with the mounting movement for 
the legalization of hemp in this coun­
try it would be interesting to find out 
what the student body thinks about 
this issue. Our premise is that stu­
dents represent the forefront of social 
, thought. Legalization of hemp is 
becoming a predominant question on 
campuses across the country. 
Legalization is an underground issue 
because many associate it with mari­
juana. But putting the question on the 
ballot may make people approach the 
idea with a degree of rationality and 
curiosity.
My angle on this issue is the positive 
effects legalization would have for 
paper. Fm sure many know that in 
early American history hemp was a 
major agrarian product. Hemp products 
ranged from rope to paper. I believe 
America’s economical benefits of legal­
ized hemp would be tremendous. For 
example, everyone has seen the figures 
about how many trees it takes to pro­
duce a Sunday paper. Plus the contro­
versies surrounding natural resource 
extraction. Using hemp paper would 
release a major burden on our national 
forests and help out our heavily subsi­
dized farmers. For example, the south­
ern farmers who rely on tobacco for 
their economic survival, their way our 
life would be revitalized. The benefit of 
legalizing hemp would have a tremen­
dous economic effect on this country.
So the purpose of the survey is to 
make people aware of this issue. By 
adding it to the ballot, we hoped to 
make people aware that this question of 
hemp is legitimate, and not a question 
about marijuana. So please go out and 
vote.
—ASUM Sen. Dana Shonk is a 
junior in history.
Letters to the Editor
Send administration 
back to school
Editor,
Last year, I attended the 
tuition meeting starring George 
Dennison and learned that out- 
of-state students are paying 101 
percent of our actual tuition cost. 
Today, I read that Dennison was 
planning to raise that even more. 
(“Baker predicts hard times for 
UM, Feb. 7”). I have lost my faith 
in this university’s administra­
tors. I had always believed that a 
university, any university was for 
the education of the students and 
not a for-profit organization. As 
the “Hard Times” article made 
clear, “What’s important is the 
additional revenue.” Ain’t  that 
great? They don’t  want in-state 
students here because they don’t 
pay enough to the university sys­
tem, even though their parents 
are paying their taxes every year 
to support this system.
Perhaps Dennison should 
teach a class ... or even better, 
attend one. Preferably a fresh­
man or sophomore level course 
(Chem 161 comes to m ind....) 
and learn the point of view of the 
students instead of believing he 
knows it. HEY ASUM! Maybe a 
rule requiring all administrators 
to take a fresh or soph level 
course every other year is in 
order...
With hope, 
Jennifer Hillmar 
Sophomore, Geology 
jenhill@selway. umt. edu
Radio fee: Bad 
government alert
Editor,
The ASUM leadership didn’t 
get their way in the normal pub­
lic meeting Wednesday night, so 
they called a semi-secret rush 
meeting at 8 a.m. Sunday morn­
ing. The purpose was to ramrod 
a vote on the radio fee.
In a time when UM students 
are being squeezed for every last 
penny, one would think that the 
STUDENT government would do 
everything in its power to keep
costs down. Not 
this bunch.
The attitude 
seems to be 
“Pile on while 
we still can.”
I encourage all 
students to vote 
in the radio-fee election and to 
vote NO! We pay too much 
already, and we certainly don’t 
need to fund an idea so half- 
baked that ASUM has to hold a 
meeting on the sly to force the 
issue.
In all fairness, I must admit 
that this situation is an excep­
tion to the rule. The current 
administration has done a com­
mendable job watching out for 
student interests, and I want to 
take the opportunity to praise 
them all for a job well done. 
However, on the issue of the 
responsible use of student money 
they are way out of line.
Sincerely, 
Robert Morawic 
senior, 
psychology
What’s it about? K E C S
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Tbday is the last 
day of voting on the 
proposed radio sta­
tion, and I feel that 
it would only be 
right if I clarified a 
few “FACTS” made 
by ASUM Sens.
Sarah Akhtar and Jason 
Thielman.
In their editorial on 
Thursday they said a few 
things that anyone involved 
has totally disagreed with. I 
have gone through the article, 
and here is all the untrue 
information that they gave to 
you.
1. $750 for OFFICE SUP­
PLIES, DESKS, CHAIRS and 
other related supplies, includ­
ing pens, paper, etc. In their 
article they said it was for 
pens and paper clips only.
2. They said we did not 
have the required funds for the 
university’s $9,000 in assess­
ment fees. Here is some simple
math to clear this 
one up:
$105,000 Startup 
Costs +
$55,000
Operational Costs = 
$160,000.
That leaves us 
with $20,000 left to cover the 
assessment fee, as well as any 
unforeseen costs such as legal 
expenses incurred from the 
FCC.
3. We will play any type of 
music! You pay for it, so you 
should run it. We have had 
good response for ALL types of 
music. Our music will be 
selected by the student DJs 
and you the listeners. WE 
WONT JUST PLAY ALTER­
NATIVE!
4. WE SHOULD BE ON 
THE AIR BY THIS TIME 
NEXT YEAR! — not in the 
summer of 1997!
5. We have plenty of sites 
available for our studios, tower
and transmitter. We have had 
many offers for space!
Finally, I would like to pass 
on an example of Sen. Akhtar’s 
research ability. A few months 
ago she was grilling us on our 
expensive equipment, and 
asked if she could have the 800 
number of the company that 
we were planning to purchase 
from. It is four months later, 
she hasn’t  called them, and yet 
last week she attacked Sen. 
Shonk on not being an expert 
and for not taking the time to 
find more information. ARE 
YOU WILLING TO LISTEN 
TO SOMEONE THIS IGNO­
RANT?
Please don’t let their article, 
as false as it was, affect your 
voting. The UM is in the heart 
of Montana’s most diverse city.
I feel that this city needs a 
diverse radio station.
— Todd A. Graetz is Chief o f 
Operations for the Student 
Radio Organization
Radio fee is a shaky proposal
The student 
radio fee was first 
proposed to the 
ASUM Senate in 
the beginning of 
Fall Semester 1994.
The members of the 
Radio Organization 
were polite, knowledgeable 
and misleading. Their expect­
ed costs were added incorrect­
ly, they refused to do research 
on the other university radio 
stations and they became 
increasingly impatient as the 
Senate deliberated. Although 
UM students supported the 
idea of a radio fee in a recent 
poll, it is my opinion that the 
fee would have negative, if not 
disastrous, consequences.
The idea of a radio station 
for UM is an excellent one. 
However, a good idea needs 
research and planning to 
become a practical and viable 
program. This has not been 
done. For example:
1. The promoters of the 
radio station claim th a t for a 
one-time s ta rt up fee of 
$105,000 and for $55,000 
every year thereafter, UM stu­
dents will be the 
proud participants 
in radio “free” 
Missoula. If start-up 
costs for Year One 
are $105,000 and 
the costs for opera­
tion in the second 
year are $55,000 the total cost 
of operating for two years 
comes to $3.63 per s tudent a 
semester. But, we are charged 
$9 per semester for the first 
year and $8 a semester for the 
following two. That amounts 
to $374,000 for the first two 
years. Still not a bad price, 
but that leaves one question 
— they say they need 
$160,000 for the first two 
years, yet they charge 
$374,000. Why are they 
charging $214,000 more than 
they say is needed?
2. The proposal submitted 
by the radio organization is 
plagued by inconsistencies. In 
September they asked for a 
one-time yearly fee of $10. 
Then they asked for a sliding 
fee from $10 to $1. In January 
the fee scheduled was altered 
again — to a $9 fee sliding to
a $3 indefinite fee. The 
amount requested by the 
radio station has varied from 
$100,000 over a four-year 
period to $514,000. 
Throughout the fee changes, 
the station’s promoters say 
the amount needed to fund 
the radio station hasn’t 
changed. However, their 
requests have increased by 
500 percent.
Students also have to bail 
the station out if it loses 
money or fails because of a 
lack of planning. If this hap­
pens, the student will either 
be forced to support the s ta ­
tion with even more money or 
lose our investment of hun­
dreds of thousands of dollars. 
The radio-station fee schedul­
ing and budgeting does not 
make sense. Please, say no to 
the plan submitted by the pro­
moters of the radio station.
We can still work on building 
a station, but let’s take the 
time to make UM’s radio sta­
tion a station th a t can endure.
■— ASU M  Sen. Jason 
Thielman is a senior in busi­
ness administration.
Guest 
Column by 
Jason 
Thielman
More Letters to the Editor
Clear up facts 
about station
Editor,
In response to the articles 
written in yesterday’s Kaimin 
regarding the Student Radio 
Station. There are a few mis­
leading facts th a t need to be 
cleared up.
1. Programming. The radio 
station is not limited to alter­
native rock. The format is 
only limited to the input from 
students and the student DJs 
who play the music. The bot­
tom line is: The radio station 
will represent the diversity 
and musical interests of the 
students who listen to it.
2. H alf a million dollars in 
four semesters? This gross 
miscalculation is pure propa­
ganda. A quick calculation 
reveals: $ 9 X 2  semesters 
with about 10,000 fee-paying
students is: $180,000 plus $7 
X 2 semesters X 10,000 is: 
$140,000 for a total of: 
$320,000. Yes, this is a large 
amount of money, but a far 
cry from the half a million 
Sens. A hktar and Thielman 
stated. The fee schedule itself 
was misrepresented in this 
thoroughly researched col­
umn. The actual fee schedule 
is: $9 for Fall 1995 and 
Spring 1996; $7 for Fall 1996 
and Spring 1997, $6 for Fall
1997 and Spring 1998; Fall
1998 is $5 and thereafter it is 
$3 a semester. This COR­
RECT fee schedule is on the 
ballot and on file in ASUM 
offices.
Anyone who has left 
Missoula for even a short 
period of time knows th a t his 
town is lacking a radio s ta ­
tion th a t will play what you 
want to hear. How many of us
hear our 
first taste of 
new music | 
on MTV or 
a t Rockin’
Rudy’s? How 
many of us 
have called u 
the local station to request a 
song only to get a response 
like: “That doesn’t fit into our 
format.” At $9 a semester, the 
price of a cassette tape, we 
can have a radio station that 
will listen to you the student, 
because it is your station. 
Sincerely,
Rob Bourriague 
Business / Psychology
E D ITO R ’S  N O TE :
Bourriague refers to the guest 
columns in the Thursday’s 
Kaimin.
Milking upperclassmen 
equals discrimination
The only reason 
I see behind the 
possible tuition 
hike for upperclass­
men is th a t it is a 
sure way for the 
system to once 
again get money for 
nothing. Juniors and seniors 
are ju st getting into their spe­
cialty classes, and can finally 
begin to see the light a t the 
end of the tunnel. They are 
the group th a t wants to finish 
a t all costs; raised tuition is 
ju st another obstacle to deal 
with on the way to becoming 
a professional. I t is something 
we’d have to deal with if we 
want to finish.
If  the school is so con­
cerned' about student-teacher 
interaction, why are they try­
ing to run us through the 
classes and get us the hell out 
of here for the next batch? If 
they want to lower the num ­
ber of students per teacher, 
why not lim it admission when 
they know there’s no room? 
Add more sections of classes? 
Hire more teachers? I know 
these ideas cost money too, 
but if there is a problem they 
need to do something about 
it. Something more concrete 
than  ju st overcharging stu­
dents who will be weeded out 
by a tuition hike.
We wouldn’t be here if we 
didn’t  have incentive to grad­
uate. I’m curious to know ju st 
what percentage of students 
have over 130 credits and are
still plugging away. 
Most graduates are 
out of school with a 
four-year program. 
The ones th a t are 
here longer pay 
more in the end, 
anyway, with each 
semester they enroll.
As far as I’m concerned, 
this is b latan t discrimination. 
I t  is also a lame excuse for 
more money. We have a long 
list of costs on the schedule 
bill already. We even have to 
pay a $30 fee to register for 
classes th a t we probably 
won’t get into. We should get 
$30 for not being guaranteed 
classes, for having to do the 
add-drop game. I t’s obvious 
th a t there is a problem, but it 
will not be solved by continu­
ing to milk every time some­
thing needs to be done to 
upgrade this institution.
If  this thing passes, I want 
a written promise from 
George Dennison saying that 
because of this increase they 
can guarantee an opening for 
every student in their chosen 
classes, with a lower number 
of students per teacher. I 
doubt I’ll get this promise. If 
tuition is increased we will 
pay it. But what do we get in 
return? The same problems 
with crowding and less money 
to show for it.
— Charlie Struna is a 
junior in elementary educa­
tion.
Guest 
Column by 
Charlie 
Struna
Paving campus solves 
UM 's parking crisis
I t has been 
brought to our 
a ttention th a t  this 
Institu tion  of 
Higher Learning is 
bogged down in a 
quagmire of 
bureaucratic red 
tape over the 
impending parking 
dilemma. Yes folks, 
the Apocalypse has 
come.
To find a parking space on 
this campus, one m ust h a r­
ness one’s killer instinct. We 
feel like paleolithic Indians 
stalking a woolly mammoth, 
but instead our prey is an 8- 
foot by 15-foot section of gray 
pavement. You m ust be ru th ­
less upon entering the abyss 
known as The University of 
Montana.
How has our esteemed 
adm inistration answered 
this perverse crisis? By sell­
ing more parking perm its 
than  parking spots. Can you 
say “Bend Over?” Plans are 
on the table for an under­
sized two-story parking 
garage. To solve what? Five 
years from now we will have 
the same damn problem.
Ladies and gentleman, we 
m ust improvise, adapt and 
overcome. There are too 
many grassy fields on this 
campus. And for what? Some 
aesthetic purpose?
Guest 
Column by 
Patrick C. 
Shull 
and
Matthew 
K. Manke
Something pretty  
to look at? All they 
do is boost the 
worm and squirrel 
populations. And 
can you eat either? 
Naw, too gamey. 
Besides, much like 
the Californians 
(Buyupus rlandus), 
—— those four-legged 
vermin aren’t  even 
native to th is state. We pro­
pose a resolution of profound 
insight to tackle th is cumber­
some beast of increasing 
enrollment.
We should pave over these 
fields and knolls. Don’t 
agree? J u s t ask the 
Kennedys what they th ink  of 
grassy knolls. Ju s t th ink  of 
how close the Oval is to all 
your classes. Think of the 
money the taxpayers will 
save in not paying for lawn 
m aintenance. That’s the 
a ttraction of pavement: no 
m aintenance.
A foundation known as 
Assholes For Asphalt should 
be formed. AFA could speak 
to Mr. Dennison about the 
problem, and hopefully show 
him the light to lead us to 
the promised land.
— Patrick C. S hu ll is a 
jun ior in recreation manage­
ment. Matthew K. Manke is a 
jun ior in sociology.
Radio station ready to rock
Guest 
Column by 
Todd 
Graetz
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Senators opt to shake milk pricing
HELENA (AP) — A Senate 
committee has voted to end 
nearly 60 years of milk price 
controls a t both the wholesale 
and retail levels, a decision 
that could save Montana con­
sumers $10 million a year or 
more.
If the decision by the Senate 
Agriculture Committee is 
enacted, it could lower milk 
prices as much as 75 cents a 
gallon at the supermarket, 
said Sen. Mike Sprague, R- 
Billings.
“The consumer always wins 
with competition,” said 
Sprague, who is sponsoring 
Senate Bill 364.
Just last week, decontrol 
advocates and the dairy indus­
try worked out a compromise 
that would have lifted controls 
on wholesale prices but main­
tained them on prices at the 
farm and at the checkout 
stand.
But the Agriculture 
Committee went further, lift­
ing retail price controls as 
well. That leaves price controls 
only on the price paid dairy 
farmers.
Bob Beckley/for the Kaimin
MONTANA CONSUMERS could save up to $10 million a year if 
price controls on milk are dropped, according to proponents of Senate
Bill 364.
If enacted as it now stands, 
the bill could result in savings 
estimated at between 50 and 
75 cents a gallon. Sprague esti­
mated savings for milk pur­
chasers would total about $10 
million a year. Public schools 
alone would save some $1 mil­
lion a year, he said.
Sprague said public pres­
sure helped sway lawmakers.
“It was like a burden was 
lifted off of them,” Sprague 
said.
Gov. Marc Racicot has sup­
ported lifting price controls, 
and Commerce Director Jon 
Noel said he was delighted by 
the committee’s vote.
The bill now goes to the 
Senate floor. The House has 
not yet considered the issue.
Campus cops crack down on leash law
D ustin  Solberg 
oftheKaim in
A UM professor and a dog 
named Layla reportedly had a 
run-in early Wednesday after­
noon that needed a Missoula 
dog catcher to sort it all out.
William Patton, chairman 
of the Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction, 
reported to UM Campus 
Security that Layla, a white 
Labrador retriever cross­
breed, bit him while he was 
riding his bike on campus. 
UM Campus Security Sgt. 
Dick Thurman said the bite 
didn’t  break Patton’s skin.
Patton couldn’t  be reached
for comment.
Mary Johnson, the 
Missoula City-County animal 
control officer who responded 
to the complaint, said this 
isn’t  the first time animal 
control has had trouble with 
Layla and her owner Darla 
Torrez, a UM prenursing stu­
dent.
“We’ve had quite a few go- 
arounds with this particular 
individual,” Johnson said. 
“Some people feel that they 
are kind of above the law.”
Johnson said Layla has a 
history of growling a t people 
on campus. She added that 
Torrez does not have a 
responsible pet attitude,
because she doesn’t leash her 
dog. UM’s dog policy says 
owners must keep dogs on a 
leash that is no longer than 6 
feet.
But Torrez said Layla isn’t 
a problem, adding that the 1- 
year-old is a  “really popular 
dog” who has been on campus 
since it was a pup.
Torrez said she isn’t  con­
vinced Layla bit Patton and is 
going to fight the citation.
“These dog laws are just 
stupid,” Torrez said. “They’re 
punishing people for having 
dogs.”
But to police, a law is a law.
“We enforce it as best we 
can,” said Thurman.
Open arms: A little hug goes a long way
J e ff  Jo n e s  
oftheKaim in
Although Valentine’s Day 
is 362 days away, that’s not 
stopping the “Hug Patrol” 
club from embracing unsus­
pecting strangers Friday.
The group’s organizer, 
Zandy Sievers, a UM psychol­
ogy senior, said the U.S. 
Congress prompted the local 
show of affection.
“I’ve been toying with this 
idea for some time,” Sievers 
said.
I t wasn’t  until this year’s 
Congress designated Feb. 17 
“National Random Acts of 
Kindness Day” that the club 
decided to hit the Garden 
City’s streets, parks and 
pathways. Anyone interested 
should meet a t the Unity
Church of Missoula at 201 
University Ave. at 2 p.m.
“We’re going to go right up 
to people and ask them if they 
want a hug and then give 
them a big one if they say 
yes,” Sievers said, emphasiz­
ing he’s not sure how folks 
will respond.
“Mainly what we want to 
do is our part on a local 
level,” Sievers said, adding he 
hopes Missoulians will 
respond in a good-natured 
way.
As far as the club’s future, 
Siever’s said he will take it 
hug-by-hug.
s /7  Large 
O  Pizza
Must ask for the
Student Special
Any 1-Topping Large Pizza
Delivery • Dine-In • Carry-out 
This special delivered to University  area only.
All day - every day. No coupon needed. Limited time oiler.
Godfather’s Pizza
247W.Front 3521 Brooks
d 721-3663 721-3663
Concerning U
Basketball —
Lady Griz vs. MSU,
8 p.m., Dahlberg 
Arena.
Ju n io r recital
— vocalist Alison Jurica, 8 
p.m., free, Music Recital Hall.
Love W ithout Fear Week
— “Rethink Pink Dance,” 9 
p.m.-l a.m., at Orchard Homes, 
2437 S. 3rd West, $3, a benefit 
for Feminist Scholarship Fund, 
free food, beer for sale.
Fem inist N arratives — by 
Molly Hite, Cornell University, 
“Politics and the Highest 
Modernist Narrative,” 3 p.m., 
Journalism 304, “Not Those 
Matters: Virginia Woolf’s 
Female Forbearers and the 
Matter of the Maternal,” 8 
p.m., Social Sciences 352.
Young People’s Alcoholics 
Anonymous — 7:30-9 p.m.,
The Lifeboat, 532 
University Ave.
Senior recita l 
— mezzo-soprano 
Shannon L. Post, 8 
p.m., free, Music Recital Hall.
20
In ternational 
Business S tudent 
Association — 
meeting, 8 p.m.,
UC 114.
Senior Recital 
— Jennifer Sander, 
organ, 8 p.m.,
Music Recital Hall.
The
W ilderness 
Series — “Conservation of 
Temperate Rainforests in 
Coastal Alaska,” by Paul 
Alaback, UM Assistant 
Professor of Forest Ecology, 7 
p.m., Social Sciences 356.
17 18
• Men & Women
• Age 18+
• 2 brief visits
FREECD*
WITH TRADE IN 
OF 5 CD'S
*Up to $15.99 Everyday Price
Trade-In CD's Must Be Full Length,
No Scratches, and In Original 
Jewel Box With All Cover Art.
Trade Subject to hastings Approval.
3100 Brooks Ave.
February
21
4 b  Muscle/Joint Aches
| j  1 1 1  f  Fever
^  B p  Headache
Receive $125.00
. . .  for a three day research study
FREE MEDICAL EVALUATION and FREE RESEARCH 
TREATMENT will be provided for individuals who qualify.
Dr. Kathleen Baskett has been awarded a grant to evaluate a 
research medication for influenza/influenza like symptoms.
Call Northwest Clinical Trials Coordinators at: (406) 721-5024 
913 S.W. Higgins, Suite 202 
Missoula, MT 59803
Trade Us Your Tired, 
Your Poor,
Your Used CD's...
hastiriel
books • music • video ™
Earth Day, 
every day. 
Recycle 
for life.
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UM bees threatened by reroute
Bjorn van der Voo 
o f the Kaimin
Straightening out Campus Drive may seem like a 
sweet deal to UM administrators, but it’s no bed of roses 
for the botany department’s bee experiment.
The bees are currently kept on the grounds of UM’s 
historic Prescott House, but they would have to move out 
of the shadow of Mount Sentinel if UM gets the road it 
wants, Hugh Jesse, director of Facilities Services, said.
Under the plan, the road would be rerouted behind 
the house, and the area that is now Campus Drive would
EVERYDAY DISCOUNTS!
10 OFF
All Non-text 
Books (students 
faculty & staff)
20& 
Newly Released 
Clotn Editions 
(all customers)
30&
NY Times 
Best Sellers , 
(all customers)';
uc
U N I V E R S I T Y  C E N T E R  
H O U R S: M -F...8  to  6  Sat...lO  to
turn into about 100 new parking spaces.
Jerry Bromenshenk, director of the bee program, said 
after only one year a t Prescott House, the bees will have 
to move.
“It would pretty well eliminate our project,” he said. 
“It’s about the only place on campus right now where the 
bees can be safe and unstressed.”
Bromenshenk said bees are important to Montana’s 
economy because the state’s honey production is one of 
the highest in the country. He added his research project 
is investigating a recent bee epidemic that wiped out 80 
percent of the bee colonies in the Northern Plains.
Bromenshenk said it will be difficult to find a 
new home for the bees. They are often sensitive 
to vandalism, human activity and a dirty envi­
ronment,he said.
“We had the project on property up the 
Blackfoot until the woman owner and her child 
became highly allergic to bee stings,” he said. 
“We’ll just play musical chairs again and put it 
out there somewhere.”
The plan to reroute the road came about 
when Montana multimillionaire Dennis 
Washington offered to pay for it with private 
funds. UM first needs approval from lawmakers 
before moving ahead with the project.
Bromenshenk said he wasn’t  too surprised by 
the administration’s plan since UM had a 
greater claim on the land than the bees.
“It’s kind of a shame since now we don’t  have 
to provide students with vehicles to get to them,” 
he said. “We used to have them at the Fort, but 
you know, UM sold that too.”
ASUM AND UC PROGRAMMING PRESENTS
THE_UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
T R E K  9 5
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 25TH
FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST, MARC ALAIMO 
DEEP SPACE NINE S GUL. DUKAT
IN T H E U C  B A LLR O O M  10:00 AM -  5:00 PM 
ADMISSION S 9.00 A D V A N C E  / S 10.00 DOOR 
SPO N SO RED  BY
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TIC-IT-EZ OUTLETS 
OR CHARGE BY PHONE 1-800-526-3400
How often 
do you have 
killer sex?
We're talking about killer sex in the true sense 
of the words. Sex without the right precautions 
can turn you off... for good.
These days, you've got to know all about safer 
sex. And Planned Parenthood can help. You can 
ask us anything and expect straight answers. And 
you can take advantage of our extensive services, 
gynecological exams, breast exams, free 
pregnancy testing ond counseling, Pap tests, 
testing and treatment of sexually transmitted 
diseases, as well as HIV testing and counseling, 
services for men, abortions, plus birth control 
and counseling about safer sex.
We sincerely care about people. We are 
committed to providing affordable care with 
professionalism, understanding, privacy, 
confidentiality.
So make the-smart choice and come to 
Planned Parenthood.
For an appointment,
Call 728-5490 
219 E. Main
gj Planned Parenthood*
Feminist Hite to talk books
Jeff Jones 
o f the K aimin
A national feminist scholar will discuss 
differences between contemporary female 
and male fiction writers a t UM Friday.
Molly Hite, a professor of English at 
Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y., has 
written such books as “Class Pom” and 
“Breach of Immunity.” They have been 
described in pre-publicity releases as nov­
els that “subvert, ignore and re-create the 
detective genre.”
Hite will also discuss her new book on 
“Virginia Woolf and other tum-of-the-cen- 
tury feminist authors,” said Bill Bevis, 
English professor and chair of the depart­
ment’s lecture committee.
Bevis said one of her books, “The Other 
Side of the Story,” is about “contemporary 
women’s experimental fiction and how it 
differs from men’s fiction.”
Hite’s first lecture, “Politics and the 
High Modernist Narrative: Reading The 
Waves’ with Three Guineas,’” is scheduled 
for Friday a t 3 p.m. in Journalism 304.
A later talk, “Not Those Matters: 
Virginia WoolFs Female Forbearers and 
the M atter of the Maternal,” will begin at 8 
p.m. in Room 352 of the Social Science - 
Building’s lecture hall.
Both lectures are free to the public, and 
program planners anticipate a large crowd.
Library sports $25,000 gift
Jennifer Tipton 
o f the Kaimin
A $25,000 gift from the a th ­
letic department to the 
Mansfield Library indicates 
th a t education comes before 
athletics, UM’s Athletic 
Director Bill Moos said 
Thursday.
“The young people involved 
in this program are both stu­
dents and athletes,” Moos 
said, “and a properly funded 
library is as important to our 
student athletes as a well- 
equipped weight room.”
Moos said 46 percent of the 
275 UM athletes have a GPA 
of 3.0 or higher.
He said the athletes, over­
all, have a higher GPA than 
all undergraduates. Also, the 
percentage of UM athletes 
th a t graduate is higher than 
the percentage of all UM stu­
dents th a t graduate, he said.
The athletic department 
handed the surprise $25,000 
to the library on Tuesday. 
Moos said the department 
was able to do so because of 
the successful season last 
year.
Incensed?
Write a letter to the Kaimin.
Allow ASUM Programming to suggest
Need a care for those mid-winter-stnck- 
in-MissouIa's-inversion bines?
T H E  L E G E N D A R Y
JUNIOR WELLS" : ™
$6 students 
$7 general public
Available a t all 
TIC-IT-E-Z outlets. 
For tickets, call 243-4999. 
F or info, call 243-6661
“We’ve had a tremendous 
year,” he said. The athletic 
department brought in a t 
least $25,000 more than  was 
projected because of increased 
ticket sales as well as UM 
hosting the first and second 
NCAA Division I-AA playoff 
games, he said.
“I think it’s first rate,” 
President George Dennison 
said.
Moos said he and Dennison 
had been talking for a couple 
of months about w hat to do 
with the extra money.
“We feel th a t intercolle­
giate athletics is an intricate 
part of the entire university,” 
Moos said. “We want to be 
team players. When we have 
success we want to share it 
with the rest of the university 
when possible.” He said the 
athletic department likes to 
give back the support i t  has 
received from UM and the 
community.
Moos said extra money is 
not always available to give 
back to the university.
“You can’t  be sure you’re 
going to have this kind of year 
every year,” Moos said. 
However, the basketball sea­
son is off to a good start. 
Ticket sales are up from the 
number projected, he said, 
but gifts have yet to be con­
sidered as a result of a suc­
cessful basketball season.
PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON 
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Spring Semester 1995
Tuesday, February 21 
Tuesday, February 28 
Thursday, February 9
3:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
11:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.
Office hours open to students, faculty, and staff
Appointments Appreciated • 243-2311
is h — i
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EAGER to start the race, 
sled dogs tug at their har­
nesses. Most sled dogs are 
Alaskan huskies, bred for 
their will to run and high 
energy.
Text and  photos 
by Willow Foster
Sacy. hjzmjts. Mushers take to the trail for Montana's Race to the Sky
While the frigid temperatures 
of the past weekend kept most 
people close to their furnaces,
324 four-legged ultramarathon­
ers and their 26 trainers were 
thanking Old Man Winter for 
staying around a little longer as 
they prepared for the 10th annu­
al “Race to the Sky” dog sled 
race. The rash of warm weather 
threatened to cancel the race and 
forced the directors 
to reroute it to a 
trail with more 
snow.
Four women and 
five men left the 
new start just north 
of Seeley Lake pre­
pared to endure lit­
tle sleep, subzero 
temperatures and 
the hardship of 500 
miles of mountain­
ous terrain. They 
were closely fol­
lowed by 17 mush­
ers, two women and 15 men, aim­
ing to finish a 300-mile course.
While racers battled the wind 
and icy trail, their dog handlers 
also worked against the weather 
and exhaustion. At each of the 
seven checkpoints in the 500- 
mile race and four in the 300- 
mile, handlers had to have food, 
water, blankets and hay ready for 
the dogs when they came in, 
often at the wee hours of the 
morning. Mushers feed the dogs 
frozen meat and dog food on the 
trail and hot mush at the check­
points.
After mushing for only three 
years, Maria Hayashida, a fire­
TO PREVENT ICE 
from balling up in t) 
pads of their paws, 
handlers fit “booties 
on the dogs.
fighter and vet tech from 
Jackson, Wyo., finished the gruel­
ing 500-mile course Thursday 
morning at 7:20. Eight-year 
mushing veteran and nurse prac­
titioner Cindy Galea from Seeley 
Lake followed, finishing her first 
“Race to the Sky” at 7:24 a.m. 
There was a muzzle-to-muzzle 
finish for third when Rick 
Newton, from Ashton, Idaho, 
beat Kalispell’s 
Laurie Beckstrom 
by 30 seconds.
In the 300-mile 
race, Rusty Rise, a 
teamster from 
Leavenworth,
Wash., in his third 
“Race to the Sky,” 
finished first early 
Tuesday. Butch Parr 
from Whitefish 
placed second fol­
lowed by Ron Ogden 
from Seeley Lake.
Other racers
included 74-year-old David 
Armstrong from Helena, who has 
entered every “Race to the Sky” 
since its inception in 1985, and 
60-year-old Robert Eggleston 
from Newport, Wash. Both 
entered in the 300-mile race.
As of Thursday morning, 
three racers had scratched them­
selves from the 500-mile course 
and six from the 300. “The Race 
to the Sky” is the longest and 
possibly hardest dog sled race in 
the lower 48 states. Despite years 
of training and hard work, the 
bitter wind, snow and pressures 
of racing are so great that just 
finishing is an accomplishment.
THE FIRST of the 17 racers to arrive at the checkpoint Sit down for a 
hot breakfast at 2 a.m. Monday after at least 10 hours on the trail. 
Checkpoints are loaded with volunteers, dog handlers and race coor­
dinators along with the veterinarian and news crews, who sleep 
wherever they can while waiting for the dogs and mushers. AT ZERO DEGREES Celsius, the leaders in the “Race to the Sky “ speed by at 9 to 12 miles per hour toward the first checkpoint at Whitetail Ranch, 75 miles from the start.
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Women Make Movies’ offers intelligent option
Virginia Jones 
of the Kaimin
Looking for a  good movie to check out 
this weekend? If you’re not interested in 
paying $5 to see box-office fluff like 
“Dumb and Dumber” and you’ve already 
seen “Pulp Fiction” eight times, fear not.
Women’s Opportunity and Resource 
Development, Inc. (WORD) is present­
ing the third annual “Women Make 
Movies” Film Festival this Friday, Feb. 
17 and Saturday, Feb. 18. The festival 
will celebrate the upcoming 
International Women’s Day (March 8) 
and is also WORD’S biggest yearly fund­
raiser.
The festival will combine the screen­
ings of several films made by and about 
women, including “The Burden of 
Knowledge,” a documentary by UM 
Mansfield Professor of Ethics and Public 
Affairs Deni Elliot.
“The Burden of Knowledge” follows 
seven couples who were offered prenatal 
testing and explores ethical and social 
considerations th a t health care con­
sumers face when making their personal 
decisions regarding this type of genetic 
testing. “These are questions th a t are 
really new to us ... whether we have a 
responsibility to seek genetic informa­
tion about ourselves or our fetuses,” 
says Elliot. “Who is it  th a t  we owe this 
information to?”
The documentary explores these 
changing social perspectives on disabili­
ties, which specifically calls into ques­
tion the option of selective abortion.
“What was once considered an act of
God is now something th a t can be con- 
trolled,” says Elliot.
Elliot will lead interactive discus­
sions about her film and the others that 
are part of the festival. “It’s the first 
time we’ve had a woman filmmaker as 
our speaker,” said 
Raquel Castellanos, 
coordinator of the
W O RD’S 3rd Annual ‘Women Make Movies” 
Film Festival Schedule of Events
film festival. “I 
think it’s our 
biggest attraction
Other films 
explore topics 
ranging 
from
women in 
the 
Palestinian-
Israeli conflict to lesbian history 
and women who serve as role models to 
lesbians. “All of these films have been 
shown all over the world,” says 
Castellanos, citing the Berlin Film 
Festival, the San Francisco Gay'and 
Lesbian Film Festival, and the Toronto 
Festival of Festivals.
The popularity of the WORD film fes­
tival during the previous two years has 
prompted organizers to move the screen­
ings to a larger venue this time around. 
Last year we sold out,” said 
Castellanos. “We were turning people 
away a t  the door.” The film festival will 
now take place a t  the Front S treet 
Theatre instead of the Crystal. Tickets 
are available a t  the Catalyst, Rockin’ 
Rudy’s, and Women’s Opportunity and 
Resource Development, Inc., 127 N. 
Higgins Ave.
Friday, Feb. 17 7 p.m. 
“The Women N ext Door** — a 
documentary about women in the 
Palestinian-Israeli conflict. 
Director Michal Aviad explores 
women’s roles throughout the 
occupation. The film provides 
a unique perspective on 
women’s lives in the Middle 
East and includes the critical 
part they play in rebuilding 
societies ravaged by war.
UL is For the Way You Look**
— a 24-minute film by Joan 
Carlomusto that explores lesbian 
history and the women, from 
Martina Navratilova to Madonna, 
who have served as role models 
for young lesbians. The film looks 
a t media images of lesbians and 
how they are written in and out of 
history.
Saturday, Feb. 18 1 p.m.
“The Burden o f  Knowledge**
— a documentary by local film­
maker and UM Professor Deni 
Elliot. The film follows seven cou­
ples who were offered prenatal 
testing and explores the larger 
ethical and social considerations 
health care consumers must face 
when making their personal deci­
sions. The film will be followed by 
a discussion led by Elliot.
Saturday Feb. 18 7 p.m.
“How Nice to See You Alive** 
— an award-winning foreign film 
by Lucia Murat. On March 31, 
1964, a military coup overthrew 
the Brazilian government, civil 
rights were suspended and tor­
ture became a systematic p rac­
tice. Murat, a torture victim, com­
bines fiction and documentary to 
record the political repression and 
will to survive.
“Wind G rass Song** — by 
Jana  Birchum and Tori Breitling. 
This film interviews Oklahoma 
women aged 85 to 101, conveying 
how the land shaped their lives 
on the Great Plains.
• Saturday evening’s program 
will include a reception at which 
beer, wine and desert will be sold 
and local filmmaker and UM 
Professor Deni Elliot will lead a 
discussion about films made by 
women.
TICKET INFORMATION:
Tickets are available a t 
Women’s Opportunity and 
Resource Development, Inc., 
Catalyst Espresso, Rockin’ Rudy’s 
and the Front Street Theatre. 
Tickets are $9 per night or $15 for 
a festival ticket th at is good for all 
screenings. There is a $1 discount 
for students. For more informa­
tion call WORD at 543-3550.
Brass, a sextet of composers and 
musicians that combines brass and 
percussion and presents styles rang­
ing from Blues to Big Band to 
Classical. The show is on Wednesday, 
Feb. 22, and tickets are available a t 
all Tic-It-E-Z outlets. They’re $3 for 
children, $8 for UM students, $9 for 
UM faculty/staff and $10 for the gen­
eral public.
• You’ve eaten a t McKay’s on the 
River, now come hear McKay’s Blues 
Band. Playing Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 
Maxwells. No cover and no free 
nachos.
• Even if you don’t  know the sym­
bols for Argon or Cadmium, come 
check out The Elements Wednesday 
night a t Jay’s Upstairs starting a t 9 
p.m. No cover.
• On Wednesday, Rick Stern will 
show slides and discuss his travels 
studying environmental issues in 
England, India, Thailand, Malaysia, 
New Zealand, Fiji, Mexico and the 
United States during the 1992-93 
school year.The presentation starts 
a t 7 p.m. in Social Sciences Room 
344. For more info call Rick a t 549- 
4303.
THE MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE presents “Smoke on the 
Mountain” Feb. 24 and 25.
•The Montana 
Repertory Theatre 
presents two plays 
starting this week.
“Broadway Bound” 
will be on Feb. 17,
18, 22 and 23 and 
“Smoke on the 
Mountain” on Feb.
24 and Feb. 25.
Both shows are in 
the Montana 
Theatre at 8 p.m.
The “Smoke on the 
Mountain” matinee 
shows on Sat., Feb.
25, at 2 p.m.
Tickets for all per­
formances are $12 for adults and $10 
for students and seniors. They’re 
available at the PAR-TV Box Office 
from 11:30-5 p.m. or before show  
time.
#The University Center Gallery  
kicks off spring sem ester with  
Shields,” an exhibit by artist Ellen  
Omitz. The gallery will hold a public 
reception on Friday, Feb. 17, from 4- 
6 p.m. O m itz will discuss her ceram ­
ic and mixed media works inspired
by Spanish conquistador armor a t 
the reception.
• Who? Vanilla Suburbs. What? 
Rock ’n’ roll. Where? Maxwells. How 
much? Nothin’. When? Friday, Feb. 
17, starting  a t 10 p.m. Why? The red 
dog barks a t midnight.
• Fem inist Molly Hite will offer 
two readings on Friday, Feb. 17. One 
a t  3 p.m. in Journalism  304 and one 
a t 8 p.m. in Social Science 352.
• Cornerstone will be laying the
foundation for a heavy 
night of heavy m etal Friday 
and Saturday night a t Jay’s 
Upstairs. Bring two or three 
bucks for cover and a roll of 
quarters for your dirty 
underwear. Music s ta rts  at 
9 p.m., but the washing 
machines run all day.
• With the Moonlighters, 
every time is like the first 
time, except a little less 
messy. Maxwells. This 
Saturday, Feb. 18. Show 
starts  a t 10 p.m. and it’s 
free.
• If Michael Bolton can 
sell gazillions of records, so
can you. Come prepare for stardom at 
Maxwells open mic on Monday, Feb. 
20. Or just listen to The Next Big 
Thing.
• Holy flying fingers, Batman, it’s 
Don Alley! And he’s playing at 
Maxwells on Tuesday, Feb. 21! And 
there’s no cover!
•ASUM Programming, KPAX and 
UM Department of Music present the 
sixth program of the 1994-95 
Performing Arts Series, Rhythm and
THE UC BO O KSTO RE IS Beginning Tuesday February 21st j
PULLING TEXTBOOKS -
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Renovations...
UC aims fop asbestos-free future
Nancy Gardner 
of the Kaimin
By late fall the University Center should 
be asbestos-free, but until then, removal of 
the cancer-causing fiber continues.
Kay Cotton, UC administration director, 
says construction workers have so far 
removed 240 cubic yards of asbestos and con­
taminated materials from service corridors, 
dry storage areas and the Copper Commons.
Asbestos removal is part of the $5.1 mil­
lion UC renovation project, slated for comple­
tion by fall 1996. Removing asbestos, a 
fibrous mineral used for thermal insulation 
and fireproofing, will cost about $289,000.
Renovations are funded by a university 
bond and a $10 student renovation fee which 
will be in affect until 2015,
Cotton says that when the UC was con­
structed in 1968, workers sprayed asbestos 
on walls as a substitute for paint in dry stor­
age areas. In the Copper Commons, asbestos 
was placed around cooking ducts to prevent 
potential grease fires.
Cotton says asbestos around the cooking 
Hoods above grills in the Copper Commons 
has prevented the hoods from being cleaned 
for 10 years.
The federal government banned the use of 
asbestos for spray-on pipe insulation and 
fireproofing in the early 1970s.
Rudy Salcedo, project manager for the UC 
asbestos-removal project, says the most 
important steps to ensuring safe asbestos 
removal are making the renovation area a ir­
tight and getting all asbestos-coated surfaces 
wetted down before they are scraped by 
hand.
“Nobody removes asbestos dry — that 
would be dangerous,” Salcedo said.
. Special air-pumping machines that draw 
air from inside a room undergoing asbestos 
removal to the outside create negative air 
pressure. In the event of a leak or accident, 
less air pressure would cause any asbestos 
particles to fall to the ground instead of 
becoming airborne.
Salcedo said asbestos-removal'workers 
must undergo a t least 40 hours’ training and 
pay $550 to be licensed.
The air quality around asbestos-removal 
sites is monitored daily by Mike Otness, an
Holly Tripp/Tor the Kaimin
ONCE ASBESTOS REMOVAL begins in the UC 
Bookstore next week, workers will enter this decon­
tamination unit upon leaving the area. The unit 
houses a shower where workers will clean up and 
remove work clothes, which will be discarded.
environmental technician from Billings. 
Otness uses air filters to look for any parti­
cles th a t look like fibers, including asbestos.
“We haven’t  found any asbestos outside of 
the areas,” Otness said.
After i t  is securely sealed, Otness said, 
asbestos material is labeled a hazardous 
material and moved to Class 2 landfills, 
which means it will be constantly monitored.
Asbestos removal within the UC Bookstore 
will begin this week. Upcoming projects 
include removing asbestos from the Gold Oak 
Room and ASUM offices.
K A I M IN  O N L I N E
It’s no line! Access us on the ’Net:
http://charibdis.forestry.umt.edu/
3 0 %  O F F
S to re w id e  
C lo th in g  S a le  
Savings on:
NAMEBRAND 
LABELS!
Polo, Guess, Claiborne, Coach, 
Dooney Bourke and more!
700 S.W. Higgins HOURS:
(In the Lewis & Clark Square next to Bi-Lo) sat^ io^ o
728-0205 * VISA, M .C. and Discover accepted sun n oon -scc
VOICE
YOUR
OPINION!
ASUM
S P E C I A L  E L E C T I O N
Feb. 16-17, 9 a .m . -  4 p.m .
Issues:
• Student-Funded, Student-Supported 
Radio Station
• Legalization of Hemp 
•Tuition Increase
Polling Sites: UC Center, Lodge, Campus Recreation
THE HOTUNE 721-7500
% i z z a  P i p e l i n e
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Pay. Students get raises for sticking with Dining Services jobs
the University Center’s Lounge 
said the $4.25 an hour just isn’t 
enough to cover the costs of 
tuition and rent, and thinks 
Montana needs higher stan­
dards.
“Minimum wage definitely 
needs to be raised, especially 
when it’s starting pay rate for 
most of the jobs around here,” 
Casler said. “It’s just not enough 
for most people to get by on. I 
got one of my first jobs at a ham­
burger stand in Minnesota and 
made $6.50 an hour.”
Mark Lo Parco, Dining 
Services director, said his 
department employs between 
350 and 400 students. He said 
the food service staff starts at 
either $4.35 or $4.60 an hour 
and gets a 10 cent raise if they 
stay on the next semester or a 
20 cent increase if they qualify 
again the next fall.
Lo Parco said that if the wage 
rate was increased, Dining 
Services would have to consider 
making adjustments including 
possible increases in meal-plan 
prices.
“Of course there would be
budgetal impact,” he said. “One 
of the things we tiy to do is refer 
to a focus group of students to 
get some feedback on the ser­
vices we provide. Any changes 
we make would be dependent on 
what our customers want from 
us.”
Casler is working her second 
semester as a food service 
employee and said she and stu­
dents like her depend on these 
jobs to make ends meet.
“I definitely need this job as 
an income to pay rent, electrici­
ty, tuition and all that good 
stuff,” Casler said. “If I was just 
using it for spending money, I 
sure wouldn’t  be working here.”
New Jersey native Kristen 
Brian, who splits her time 
between the Lounge and Mama 
Zoola’s, has searched Missoula 
for another job, but has had lit­
tle luck.
“I looked for other jobs 
around Missoula and passed 
resumes, but never got any- 
thmg, Brian said. “They’re real­
ly prejudiced against out-of­
staters. It’s corrupt out there.”
Casler said if her wages were
increased she would 
gladly put in more 
hours, but she knows 
it’s probably out of her 
hands. Under 
Clinton’s plan, Casler 
would pocket nearly 
$22 more a week.
“You just don’t have 
much say how much 
you get to work 
around here,” Casler 
said. “The first couple 
of weeks they ask you 
how much you would 
like to work, but after 
that when they keep 
adding people and peo­
ple quit, they end up 
changing your hours.
You just can’t depend 
on them.”
At 40 hours a week, 
the average Montanan 
pulls in $170 a week, $8,840 a 
year. Under Clinton’s proposal 
the same worker would see $206 
a week, $10,712 annually.
Neither Brian nor Dawn 
Moncalieri, an employee in the 
Cascade Country Store, are 
overly worried that increased
continued from page 1
Seanna O’Sullivan/Kaimii
KYLEY MEJIA (front), a freshman in general studies, and Dawn Moncalieri, a 
freshman in pre-psychology, both work in the Country Store and both say they 
would welcome a wage increase.
Mentors needed
The Target Range 
School is looking for men­
tors for at-risk students. 
They will work with stu ­
dents on various projects 
and help them with school
work. Volunteers are 
needed as soon as possi­
ble.
Anyone interested 
should contact Sarah at 
243-4442.
wages would mean tighter bud­
gets, staff cutbacks and fewer 
hours.
“If they cut hours, they could­
n’t  possibly hope to have the 
same quality service,” Brian 
said. “There’s no way they can 
afford to cut any staff as it is
now, and I can’t  see how they’d 
cut any hours.”
Moncalieri agrees.
“It may be a problem, but it’s 
a risk we’re going to have to 
take,” she said. “Minimum wage 
just isn’t  enough, and it doesn’t 
cut it.”
Budget: Groups fight for limited funding
kpaiB.I
RHYTHM & 
BRASS
We«L, Feb. 22,1995 
8 p.m. University Theatre 
UM—Missoula
$3 Children 
$8 UM students 
$9 UM faculty/staff 
$10 general public
Tickets are available at all TIC-IT-E-Z outlets.
For tickets, call 243-4999. For more information, call 243-6661
This talented 
sextet of 
composers and 
musicians 
combines the 
best o f brass and 
percussion to 
bring a wide 
range of styles— 
from the Blues 
to Big Band to 
Classical.
ing for fiscal crumbs because 
ASUM tunneled $28,000 from 
recreation groups to academic 
groups. Now ASUM’s 17 athlet­
ic groups will have to split 
$13,000 to $14,500, depending 
on how well they can sway the 
Senate. Boosting recreation’s 
funding will mean diminishing 
someone else’s, Deines said.
“ASUM is basically hand­
cuffed with our current policy,” 
he said. “Right now the groups 
within the maxed-out cate­
gories are fighting each other 
for more money. An increase in 
one group is just a decrease in 
another.”
Deines said he was submit­
ting four proposals to the 
Senate to solve the problem, but 
he prefers that ASUM dish out 
dollars to specific groups rather 
than group categories such as 
recreational or academic.
Deines said rec groups were 
surprised a t how little they
received.
“We had a number of groups 
coming and saying, ‘Is this 
right?*” he said.
Andy Reed, president of the 
UM Outing Club, saw his 
group’s budget drop from 
$2,175 last year to a recom­
mended $711. He had asked for 
$6,270.
“I appreciate the $700,” he 
told the Senate during 
Wednesday night’s lobbying 
session, “but you have to under­
stand how much it costs for us 
to make these trips.”
The Outing Club, which has 
about 25 active members and 
85 signed up, teaches outdoor 
safety to interested students, 
he said.
The group wanted cash for 
at least one outdoor trip every 
weekend, he said, but there’s 
“not a whole lot” they can do 
with the $700.
Deines said the Senate made
"lFKM  H A R L E M
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are coming to Missoula!
Wednesday, February 22 
Adams Fieldhouse 
7:30 p.m.
A Special Ticket Price 
for UM Students— ONLY $5!
Get your tickets today at the Fieldhouse Ticket 
Office or at any TIC-IT-E-Z  Outlet.
the budget shift because acade­
mics should take a front seat to 
recreational activities a t a uni­
versity. He understands rec 
groups don’t  have many other 
places to go for money, he said, 
but academics are just as 
squeezed for department fund­
ing.
Sen. Timberly Marek said 
there are about twice as many 
academic groups as recreation­
al groups.
“My personal philosophy is 
that recreational organizations 
should be funded by the cam­
pus rec fee,” she said. “That’s 
why it’s there.”
Keith Glaes, director of cam­
pus recreation, said his depart­
ment couldn’t  help out the rec 
groups because the $12 fee 
funds the student gym and 
equipment costs specifically.
“We offer a variety of facilities 
students can use, such as gyms 
and weight rooms,” he said.
“But if they’re cutting groups 
we can’t  do anything about it 
because we’re campus-based, 
not extracurricular.”
RESEARCH INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U. S. 
all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COO
800- 351-0222
or (310) 477-8226 
Or, rush S2.00 to: Research Information 
11322Idaho Ave., # 206 A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
NARNIA COFFEEHOUSE
Fridays, 8pm - 12am
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Gary Gamefix 
and Jody Mosher
538 University 
(Use Arthur Ave. entrance)
ASUM Pr o g r a m m in g , k p a x  a n d  t h e  u m  d e p t , o f  Mu s ic
PRESENT THE SIXTH PROGRAM IN 
THE 1994 -95  PERFORMING ARTS SERIES
m u m
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Injuries hurt 
Griz basketball
C orey  Taule 
o f the Kaimin
A tough task may have got­
ten more difficult for the UM 
basketball team. Junior Nate 
Covill, Montana’s biggest play­
er off the bench, sprained his 
ankle in practice Thursday. It is 
not known yet if he will play in 
Saturday’s game at Montana 
State.
Montana coach Blaine 
Taylor said 
ankle prob­
lems are noth­
ing new to the 
6-foot-9-inch 
junior.
“He’s had a 
history of 
sprained 
ankles,”
Taylor said.
“Well just 
have to attack 
it with the ice 
bucket.”
And Covill 
is not the only 
ailing Grizzly.
J.R. Camel,
Brandon Dade 
and Matt 
Kempfert have been getting 
treatment for back problems, 
and Chris Spoja is still recover­
ing from a flu bug that landed 
him in the infirmary and out of 
last Thursday’s game against 
Weber State.
Still, Montana is in an envi­
able position going into 
Saturday’s contest. The
Grizzlies are in third place in 
the conference, one game 
behind Weber State and Idaho 
State and are virtually assured 
of a place in the post-season 
tournament, which accepts only 
the top six teams.
UM plays at Idaho State and 
Boise State following the trip to 
Bozeman before closing the sea­
son at home against Eastern 
Washington and Idaho. The 
Grizzlies are 3-1 against those 
teams this sea­
son.
Sophomore 
forward Chris 
Spoja said the 
next three 
games should 
determine 
whether UM 
will have a 
chance to win 
the conference 
and host the 
tournament. 
Still, he con­
cedes that with 
last Thursday’s 
57-54 home 
loss to Weber 
St., the confer­
ence won’t be 
won unless Idaho St. and 
Weber falter.
“These are definitely three 
big road games,” he said. 
“Losing that one to Weber hurt 
us in the standings. We proba­
bly had a chance to control it 
ourselves, but now we need 
some help.”
Still, said Spoja, it is a relief
Big Sky 
Conference 
standings
Idaho St. - 7 -2 , 1 6 - 4  
W eber St. —  7 -2 ,1 4 -7  
Montana —  6 -3 ,1 5 -7  
Boise St. —  5-4, 15-6 
Montana St. — 4 -5 ,1 6 -6  
Idaho — 3-6, 9-12 
No. Arizona —  3-6, 6-14 
East. Wash. — 1-8, 4-16 
*Only the top six teams 
qualify for the post-sea- 
son tournament.
Sports
John Youngbear/for the Kaimin
SOPHOMORE FORWARD Shawn Samuelson battles for a loose ball in a game against Idaho State ear­
lier this season. UM travels to Bozeman to play the Bobcats Saturday night.
to know that, barring a major 
collapse, the Grizzlies will be in 
the tournament. Last year, UM 
had to win its final regular-sea­
son game, against Montana 
State, to clinch the sixth and 
final spot.
“It is nice to know that at 
least well be there,” he said.
•With 15 wins and five regu­
lar-season games left to play, 
the Grizzlies have put them­
selves in good position to quali­
fy for the National Invitational 
Ibumament (NIT) if they don’t 
win the conference tourney and
qualify for the NCAA 
Championships. When you con­
sider UM’s pre-conference 
schedule, the case becomes 
even stronger. Montana beat 
Rice of the Southwest 
Conference, and Texas 
Southern, who pushed Duke in 
last year’s NCAAs. The 
Grizzlies also beat Nevada, who 
is challenging for the Big West’s 
regular-season crown, and 
Washington. However, it is 
Montana’s losses which have 
been most impressive. Montana 
dropped double-overtime con­
tests to both Mississippi State 
and Oregon, teams ranked in 
the top 25. MSU is coming off a 
win at No. 4-ranked Kentucky 
Tuesday night. Still, Taylor is 
not taking anything for granted.
“Last year the NIT looked at 
us closely, and we had 19 wins,” 
he said.
This season’s schedule is 
much more challenging than 
last year’s though, and that 
should have a big impact on the 
NIT committee when it comes 
time to pick the 32 teams who 
will qualify.
Lady Griz seek season sweep of Bobcat rivals
Nikki Judovsky 
o f the Kaimin
When the Montana and 
Montana State women’s bas­
ketball teams tip off in
Dahlberg Arena Friday night, 
previous games will be thrown 
out the door and longtime 
rivalries fired up.
“That’s the thing. That 
game doesn’t  help us,” UM
head coach Robin Selvig said 
of UM’s win over MSU earlier 
this year in Bozeman.
During that confrontation, 
MSU played poorly. They 
scored just 18 points in the 
first half and finished with 
48, with most of their remain­
ing 30 points coming off UM’s 
second- and third-string play­
ers.
The only highlight MSU 
was able to come away with 
was that they held the edge in 
rebounding.
But for Montana, their 
highlight reel consisted of 
post player Jodi Hinrichs and 
junior guard Sherri Brooks — 
two players who have contin­
ued to dominate in the Big 
Sky Conference.
Hinrichs, a senior, is play­
ing healthy for the first time 
in her four years a t UM, and 
it’s showing in big ways.
Hinrichs leads the Big Sky 
in field-goal percentage, is 
second in rebounding and 
blocked shots and is tied for 
ninth in scoring average.
Brooks said she looks for 
Hinrichs all the time a t the 
post position and called her a 
“huge weapon.”
“There aren’t many people
that can shoot and pass as 
well as Jodi,” Brooks said. 
“She’s very good at seeing peo­
ple open and getting them the 
ball.”
Although Brooks is pretty 
good herself at getting the 
ball to people, ranking second 
in the con­
ference in 
assists, her 
claim to 
fame is 
quite the 
opposite.
Brooks 
is rapidly 
making her 
mark in 
the record 
books for 
taking the 
ball away 
from peo­
ple. She 
currently 
has 88 
steals on 
the season 
and is on her way to breaking 
the UM single-season steals 
record of 94, held by Cheri 
Bratt. The single-season Big 
Sky record of 124 steals is also 
on the horizon.
Selvig attributes Brooks’
ability to her quickness and 
anticipation, adding that she 
“plays hard and has a great 
deal of heart.”
Assistant Coach Shannon 
Cate, who currently holds the 
third spot on Montana’s all- 
time steals list, said she
enjoys watching 
players like 
Brooks develop 
and doesn’t  care 
about people 
moving ahead of 
her old records.
“It’s nice to 
see (players get 
records). They 
work so hard to 
get them,” Cate 
said. “That’s why 
records are 
there, and they 
will be broken 
sometime.”
Cate also 
knows a lot 
about the 
intrastate rival­
ry, having played in several of 
them herself.
“It’s just a big rivalry. A lot 
of us have played against 
Bobcat players in high school, 
so it’s been going on a long 
time,” she said.
CATIE McELMURRY and Angella Bieber take their practice seri­
ously at the Dahlberg Arena Thursday afternoon, getting ready for 
this weekend’s Bobcat-Lady Griz game.
Big Sky 
Conference 
standings
Montana —  8-1,19-5  
Boise St. — 7-2,13-8 
Montana St. —  6-3,11-10 
Eastern Wash. —  4-5, 8-13 
No. Arizona —  4-5,12-9 
Idaho — 3-6, 5-16 
Idaho S t.— 2-7, 3-20 
Weber S t .-2 -7 ,1 2 -9  
*Only the top four teams 
qualify for the post-season 
tournament.
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★  FARE WARS ★
noundtrip Airfare from Missoula!
NEW YORK $398 MIAMI $398
BOSTON $398 HOUSTON $398
MINNEAPOLIS $318 NEW ORLEANS $378 
ATLANTA $378 CHICAGO $358
DALLAS $358 MADISON $318
RALEIGH DURHAM $378 INDIANAPOLIS $358
MUST PURCHASE BY FRIDAY, FEB. 24!!!
Many other destinations available. Restrictions, certain travel dates apply.
travelConnection
UG Campus Ct. 
M-F 9-5pm
549-2286
$ sp en t @ TC 
$ — UC
r  the p
r  INAL LIN L
Montana Lady Griz (19-5, 8- 
1) vs. Montana State Bobcats 
(11-10, 6-3)
•Friday, Feb. 17, 8:05 p.m., 
Dahlberg Arena (9,016)
•Montana holds a 38-10 
advantage, dating back to the 
1974-75 season.
•Frontcourt: Montana 
senior Jodi Hinrichs is leading 
the conference in field-goal per­
centage and is second in 
rebounding and blocked shots. 
She had a big game against 
MSU in Bozeman earlier this 
season and has since come on 
even stronger for the Lady 
Griz, totaling 50 points and 22 
rebounds last weekend en 
route to her second player-of- 
the-week award for the season. 
MSU’s frontcourt has struggled 
to have the big scoring num­
bers they hoped for but are out- 
rebounding opponents by more 
than 10 a game.
•Advantage: Montana
•Backcourt: The majority of 
MSU’s scoring has come from 
the perimeter. Junior Brooke 
Svendsen leads MSU in scoring 
with 11.5 points a game and 
senior Sam Fluss is leading the 
Big Sky in 3-pointers made 
while holding third in 3-point 
field-goal percentage. The Lady 
Griz offense, on the other hand, 
relies heavily on a balanced 
attack. Junior Sherri Brooks 
leads UM and is sixth in the 
Big Sky in scoring average 
with 12.7 a game. She is fol­
lowed closely by senior Kristy 
Langton-Schlimgen’8 12.4 
points a game. Also capable of 
having big shooting nights are
sophomore Greta Koss and 
freshman Skyla Sisco, who 
have both led Montana in scor­
ing a t least twice this season.
•Advantage: Montana
•Overall: MSU has lost only 
twice since Montana came to 
town, and both of those came 
on the road — a place where 
Big Sky teams have rarely won 
this season. But their caliber of 
play is a question mark, 
answered by MSU head coach 
Jody Spoelstra in an interview 
with KECI-TV. “When we come 
to Missoula, we only hope to be 
able to play with them.” Only 
proving that the Lady Griz’s 
style of basketball is in a 
league which is currently out of 
reach for the Lady Bobcats.
•The Final Line: Montana 
78, Montana State 64
Intramural basketball standings
Co-Rec 
Basketball 
ACC Division 
2 Fly Crew — 4-0 
Fifth Street -  4-0 
Big Balls -  2-2
Chubbers — 2-2 
Hoops — 2-2 
Dribble before we 
shoot —1-3 
Pez -1 -3
Women’s 
Basketball 
Pac-10 Division 
Don’t Panic-the 
return — 4-0 
Butte Bunch — 3-1
Scrubs — 3-1 
Dribbling Idiots — 2-2 
Hoopla — 2-2 
Thunder —1-3 
Better Late Than 
Pregnant -1 -3
kiosk
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Classified Section. We urge all readers to 
use their best judgement and investigate 
fu lly  any o ffe rs  o f  em ploym ent, 
investment or related topics before paying 
out any money.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost or stolen from LA 342: dark blue 
backpack. Please, 1 only need my class 
notes and glasses! No hard feelings. 549- 
8726.
Lost: black Tim ex-Indiglo sports watch 
left in McGill gym, Tues. Feb. 7 pm. Very 
special to me, if  you found it please call 
Molly 542-7486.
Left behind - nice gloves, 3rd floor LA by 
coke machines at window  - PLEASE, 
have a heart - 549-5645.
Found on Sunday: 2 Case Logic cassette 
holders with tapes; 1 blue, 1 grey. 728- 
3275
Found: one pair o f  tan leather boots at 
Pearl Jam. Girls size 9.721-3530.
PERSONALS
Ski hostel at Lost Trail Hot Springs. Rent 
a bunk, $15. Sleeping bag required. 821- 
3574.
Swim meet - men and women- rosters due 
Feb. 21, play begins Feb. 21. No charge 
so sign up now at RA 116!!!
No D ate? No Inv ita tions?  Bored  and 
Alone? Kinko’s cares. Kinko’s Copies is 
open 24 hours a day through the weekend. 
Special student discounts available from 
10 pm to 8 am: Computer Rental, Laser 
Prints, Self-Serve Copying. Must show 
valid UM ID. K in k o ’s C opies 521 S. 
Higgins 728-COPY. This weekend, join 
the in-crowd at Kinko’s.
Montana’s only sperm bank is recruiting 
new donors. Males 18-35 in good health. 
Earn extra cash and give the gift o f life. 
Call P au la  at NW  A ndro logy  and 
Cryobank from 7:30-9a on Mon., Tues. 
and Friday. 549-0958.
ALL FOOTWEAR - 10% OFF thru the 
m onth o f  Feb. at “ H ide & S o le ” in 
beautiful Downtown Missoula. 10% OFF 
Doc Martens, Deja, Birkenstocks, Reiker, 
Josef Seibel and many more European
Comfort shoes. Environmentally friendly 
“Deja” shoes, clogs and sandals are now 
available at Hide and Sole. This 4 year old 
company uses recycled and sustainable 
materials in all their footwear including 
plastic  soda bottles, po lystyrene cups, 
coffee filters, cardboard, tire rubber, rain 
forest resources, canvas & hemp.
Deja is pioneering the use o f  non-toxic 
a d h esiv e s and  recycled  n o n -lea th e r 
materials. They also give 5% of their pre­
tax profits to “The W orld Conservation 
Union” which supports the biodiversity of 
ecosystem s and the susta inab le  use of 
natural resources.
Come by and check out the comfort and 
durability o f  these “alternative footwear 
designs”. The hemp styles are outrageous! 
O N LY  A T H ID E  A N D  SO LE 
DOWNTOWN.
HELP WANTED
Part time positions available immediately. 
Flexible schedules. $8.75 to start. Call 9 
am to noon 549-4271.
C allers for the Spring Phonathon. Pay 
starts at $5 per hour. An average o f six 
hours per week. Pick up applications at 
Brantly Hall. Due by February 24.
E x clu siv e  m a n u fa c tu re r  o f  o u td o o r 
recreational product has summer positions 
available for hard-w orking individuals 
with construction ability. Teams o f  two 
required. High earnings potential. Work 
can  c o n tin u e  in to  the fa ll . Includes 
extensive travel throughout Northeast and 
Midwest to beautiful club and residential
opportun ity  for responsible  am bitious 
workers. Send resum es to: RJR Ranch, 
P.O. Box 117, Eureka, MT 59917.
The Davidson Honors College looking for 
W ork S tudy /C om pu ter Lab M onitor. 
W ork Study only. $5/hr. Knowledge of 
H onors C o llege  im p o rta n t. C ontact 
Shirley Whalen at 243-2541.
Alaskan summer employment opportunity 
at a w ilderness lodge near Denali N at’l 
Park. Airfare, room and board included. 
Call Donna or Brian for information. 549- 
9381.
Part-time entry level position. Exceptional 
customer service is our goal. Some heavy 
lif tin g . F o rk lif t  o p e ra tio n . A valid  
M ontana  d r iv e rs  lic en se  and  a c lean  
driving record required. Please send your 
resume and a letter o f introduction to:
Personnel
P.O. Box 5508 
Missoula, MT 59806
Part-time coordinator for Teen Theatre 
Program . E xperience  in co llabora tive  
efforts, group facilitation, and program 
coordination preferred. Ability to work
with teens necessary. Application and job 
description available at Missoula Family 
YMCA, 3000 Russell. No phone calls. 
Deadline 2/28/95.
W anted: responsible couple o r male to 
share large U niversity house and help 
single graduate student mom with two 
sons, ages 10 and 14. Room and board 
p lu s sm all sa lary . N on-sm oker and 
references, 728-7187.
Part tim e clo th ing  position  availab le . 
Motivated, personable individual needed 
nights and weekends. Must be mobile for 
8-10 hours a day, 5 to 6 days a week. 
Must be able to lift 50 lbs. Prior work 
experience preferred but not required. 
Apply in person at Quality Supply, 2801 
W. Broadway, Msla.
B io log ica l S c ience  stu d e n t tra inee  
in te rn sh ip s . M ajo rs in W ild life  
Management or Wildlife Biology to serve 
as park rangers and assist natural resource 
personnel. PAID. Deadline: 3-3-95. See 
C o-op , 162 L odge, fo r  in fo rm ation .
Accounting position with local business 
Spring semester. Second semester junior 
with accounting, payroll, and computer 
skills. PAID. Deadline: 2/28/95. See Co­
op, 162 Lodge, for information.
W ANTED: Creative  energetic student 
with terrific leadership skills and with an 
interest in marketing and promotion for 
the  UC G A M ERO O M  A SS IS T A N T  
SU PE R V ISO R . In terested  app lican ts  
shou ld  p ick  up a N o tice  o f  P os ition  
Vacancy from the UC Game Room and 
submit a letter o f application and current 
resume with names and phone numbers of 
three work-related references to the UC 
A dm in, o ffice s , Rm . 232, by Friday, 
February 24, 1995.
TYPING
FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN 
543-3782.
RUSH WORDPERFECT 
TYPING—BERTA 251-4125
KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin 
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line/day $.90 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be 
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin 
business office. Journalism 206.
F ast, W ordP erfect, L aser, Lyn 721- 
6268
Perfect Typing! M anuscripts, thesis, 
term papers, etc. 549-2918. JimmiLee
TRANSPORTATION
l-way from Missoula to Minneapolis to 
Chicago on 2/23. $150. Call Jennifer at 
251-6076.
SERVICES
Where the words “Experienced” and 
“Professional” are not cliches. 
Com plete C om puter & Associated 
Technology Service and Repair 
UC COM PUTERS 
243-4921.
H ate to  c lean ?  A llow  me. R e lia b le , 
R easonable. Effic ien t. Call 728-0861.
LEARN TO KNIT 
Three sessions for only $15 
call 728-6117.
FOR SALE
Futons for less!
Mattresses for less!
Full size futons from $188. Mattress sets 
from $88. M attress W arehouse, 1924 
N orth A ve. M -F 10-6, Sat. 10-5. 728- 
2424.
Sporty 1986 Ford Merkur - runs but needs 
some attention. $700 obo. Call for details! 
251-6236.
B rooks and D unn co n ce rt tic k e ts , 
February 25 in SLC. 549-2494.
Pearl drum kit with cymbals. Call Greg 
721-6219, $375 obo.
Snow Bowl lift tickets: each only $17.50! 
258-5242, 243-5196.
COMPUTERS
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS 
on technologically advanced 
hardware and software 
Go to the SOURCE 
UC CO M PU TERS 
243-4921
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Share clean house close to U o f M, $225 
plus 1/3 utilities. 543-4289.
Non-smoker. Clean. $225 flat. W asher 
and  d ryer. H ouse  one  m ile  from  
University. Contact Jeanelle 543-7091.
$212.50/mo + 1/2 utilities, storage space, 
laundry facilities. A vailable Feb 24th, 
543-8462.
Q u ie t non -sm oker needed  to  sha re  2 
bed room  a partm en t 2 b locks from  
campus. Open as soon as possible $275 
+ 1/2 utilities. 549-7909.
WANTED TO RENT
Need university-area home for July, 543- 
1549.
WANTED TO BUY
Used Levi 501’s, paying up to $12. Any 
condition. Carlo’s 204 3rd, 11-5:30, 543- 
6350, call!
L evi 501’s, any condition , any color. 
Paying top prices. Call for details. Mr. 
Higgins 11-5:30,721-6446.
MISCELLANEOUS
CANOE RACK 
Comer o f Higgins and Fifth. 
“THE PLACE TO BUY YAKIMA” 
Complete selection and best prices.
50% OFF CARLO’S
Carlo’s 50% off all February. Mon-Sat 
11-5:30, Sunday 12-5. 543-6350*
MR. HIGGINS 50% OFF
M r. H igg in s 50%  o ff  every  day  in 
Feb ruary . L o ts  o f  s tu ff , in c lud ing  
costumes. 721 -6446.
Best
Skiing Prices 
This Side 
of Heaven
DAY
Adult $9 
Students $7 
Child $5
NIGHT
ALL AGES 
JUST $5!!!
Marshall Mountain
258-6000
S P R I N G  B R E A  K
Bobcats
bobwabd final winter
C L E A R A N C E  S A L E
Season's
Lowest
Prices!
DOWNHILL SKI 
EQUIPMENT 
LIQUIDATION
• SKIS • BOOTS • BINDINGS
0 *
1 ° 65% OFF
Famous Brand
SKI
C LO TH IN G
• Coats • Bibs • Pants 
• Suits • Sweaters
40%
50%
OFF
• OBERMEYER • NORDICA •
NEVICA • SUN ICE 
• HARD CORPS • BRAMBILLA
ALL K-2 and 
OXYGEN
SNOWBOARDS
40%_
ALL SNOWBOARD CLOTHING
40% OFF
ALL CROSS-COUNTRY 
SKI PACKAGES
DUOFOLD THERMAL 
UNDERWEAR
1/2 OFF
DUOFOLD
COTTON
TURTLENECKS 1/2 OFF
30%OFF 2 Entire StockSKI GLOVES & MITTENSOFF
Large Group
K2 SKI POLES 1/2 OFF Large Group POLAR TECH & POLAR FLEECE 1/2 OFF
W INTER B O O T
SALE
• SOREL • LACROSSE • RED BALL • COLUMBIA* 60%
» MENS » LADIES « KIDS_________
OFF
BOB WARD
& Sons
SPORTING GOODS CENTERS 
Missoula • Hamilton • Helena • Butte • Baseman
2300 Brooks • 728-3220 
HOURS: 9-9 Daily, 9-5:30 Sat., 10-4 Sun
